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ABSTRACT A modular battery-based energy storage system is composed by several battery packs
distributed among different modules or parts of a power conversion system (PCS). The design of such
PCS can be diverse attending to different criteria such as reliability, efficiency, fault tolerance, compactness
and flexibility. The present paper proposes a quantitative and qualitative comparison among the most widely
proposed PCSs for modular battery-based energy storage systems in literature. The obtained results confirm
the high performance of those PCSs based on the parallel connection of different modules to a single point
of common coupling, also identifying those based on modular multilevel cascaded converters as promising
concepts according to the assumptions of the present paper.
INDEX TERMS Hybrid energy storage systems; Batteries; Power electronics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy storage systems are progressively gaining momen-
tum in diverse strategic fields such as the electromobility,
renewable-based generation systems and power networks
[1]. In this regard, special emphasis is in electrochemical
technologies, i.e. batteries. One indicator of this is the fact
that at the time of writing this article, 63% of about the 1623
projects listed in [2] are around electrochemical techonolo-
gies –a institutional database (Department of Energy of the
United States) collecting projects involving the implemen-
tation of energy storage systems in different environments
related to electric vehicles, renewables and power networks
worldwide-.
An energy storage system is composed by three main
parts: i) the energy storage containers, e.g. the batteries; ii)
the power conversion system, e.g. the power electronics;
and iii) ancillary balance of plant components, e.g. cool-
ing, protections, monitoring subsystems and etcetera. Power
conversion system (PCS) is as important as the storage
container itself, since it permits a controlled, secure and
efficient power exchange with the system the energy storage
system is connected to. The topology of PCSs can be diverse
depending on many factors, such as the size of the energy
storage system, as well as on the requirements on efficiency,
reliability, volume, modularity and so on. Precisely while
facing a modular energy storage system, the industry and the
academia have proposed so far several proposals and their
study and comparison is the main object of the present paper.
Work in [5] suggests a qualitative comparison among
different PCSs, resulting into a general approach to the
knowledge field. It focuses on topologies for modular PCSs
integrating either ac systems (e.g. a wind turbine or a fly-
wheel), or dc systems (e.g. PV panels or batteries). For all
cases, topologies are based on the interconnection of 1-phase
or 3-phase H-bridges, operated as dc-dc or dc-ac convert-
ers. For instance, in the case of considering batteries, the
reviewed topologies consider an H-bridge operated as a dc-dc
converter, connected to the dc-link of a front-end dc-ac three
phase H-bridge inverter, which interfaces with the external ac
grid. This is, in fact, the most typical PCS applied on field.
However, the paper does not address other promising topolo-
gies, such as those based on modular multilevel cascaded
converters (MMCCs). Work in [4] complements that offered
in [5] by analyzing the above mentioned MMCCs (a specific
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type: single star configuration), the above mentioned typical
two conversion step PCS applied on field, and a third PCS.
This third PCS comprises two conversion steps. The first
conversion step is based on the cascade connection of dc-dc
converters, each integrating a battery pack. The terminals of
the cascade association of such converters is then connected
to the dc-link of a front-end dc-ac converter, which interfaces
with the external ac grid. Comparison among topologies is
mainly focused on energy efficiency. To this end, various
scenarios are proposed, all feeding loads at the low voltage
grid. This work concludes that a MMCC installed at the
medium voltage grid and the typical two conversion step
PCS installed at the low voltage are comparable in terms of
energy efficiency while accounting on distribution losses of
the medium and low voltage grids from the MMCC to the
load. Deeping further on topologies based on MMCCs, [3]
offers detailed analysis on efficiency, operational flexibility
and cost (evaluated from the size and number of compo-
nents involved). In particular, the topologies addressed are
a MMCC in single star configuration and a MMCC in double
star configuration. This work concludes that the MMCC in
single star configuration is superior over the double star one
in terms of efficiency, cost (reduced number of components)
and operational flexibility (battery handling). This conclusion
is partly divergent with that achieved in [6], as selecting the
MMCC in double star as the preferable option. As in [3],
work in [6] concludes that the MMCC single star configu-
ration is the one with lowest cost. However, [6] selects the
MMCC double star as the best one in terms of efficiency.
This divergence in criteria around energy efficiency can be
explained due to the particular converter design assumptions
for each of the studies. Work in [6] also concludes that the
MMCC double star is the best option in terms of reliability
and because of the possibility of applying this topology for
future applications beyond that of a stand-alone battery-based
system. This refers to the possibility of straightforwardly
interconnecting the converter to an external dc network (e.g.
LVDC, MVDC and HVDC applications). Similarly, [7] also
analyses the MMCC single star configuration, with batteries
splitted through each of the modules of the MMCC. The
complementarity with previous works is in regard of the
analysis of fault tolerance. Laboratory experiments confirm
the excellent performance of such topology under 1-phase, 2-
phase and 3-phase voltage sags with a depth of 100%. As for
other previously mentioned works, from [7] the challenging
control of the converter is highlighted as a main concern for
MMCC topologies in general. Such control complexity is, in
fact, higher than for the other topologies presented above.
Summarizing, previously presented works analyse in depth
the operation and performance of specific topologies even in-
cluding relevant technical comparison among some of them.
However, such detailed analyses do not provide an overall
view of the most representative PCSs for battery applications.
The present paper proposes a qualitative and quantitative
comparison among different PCSs for modular energy stor-
age systems. It contributes in covering at once the most
widely proposed PCSs, according to a literature review. Fur-
ther, the present paper addresses several aspects in regard of
the comparison among PCSs, such as: reliability, efficiency,
fault tolerance, compactness and flexibility. The latter aspect,
among others, refers to the possibility of hybridizing the
storage solution by including batteries of different character-
istics. Altogether, the exercise carried out in this work aims
to provide general criteria at the time of designing a mod-
ular battery-based solution. The assessment of the different
comparison criteria is based on state-of-the-art techniques.
With the aim of comparing the different PCSs in a fair way,
common assumptions for all PCSs are adopted.
The contents of the paper are distributed as follows.
Section 2 offers a first classification of PCSs based on an
extended literature review. After such classification, section
3 addresses a comparison among the PCSs. This comparison
is with respect to reliability, efficiency, fault tolerance, com-
pactness and operational flexibility. To fairly compare PCSs,
the main assumptions for analysis and adopted computation
methods are also included in this section 3. The main results
of section 3 are synthesized in section 4. Finally, section 5
emphasize in the main conclusions from the work.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF POWER CONVERSION
SYSTEMS
This section firstly offers a classification of the most repre-
sentative modular PCSs for battery-based systems. A graphi-
cal summary of the resultant catalogue is presented in Figure
1. The first three rows of Figure 1 present the general topolo-
gies for the PCSs. Please note that shaded boxes depicting
dc-ac and dc-dc. These are the modules simply indicating
at this point the type of voltage and current waveforms at
their input and output terminals. The internal topology of
modules can consider one or more power conversion steps
yielding different module variants. Such variants at module
level are included in the last row of Figure 1. This way,
for instance, the three phase inverters shaded in grey for
PCS #1, may include just conversion step, yielding variant
#1a; two conversion steps, yielding variant #1b; or three
conversion steps also incorporating galvanic isolation to the
battery cells, yielding variant #1c. This definition of variants,
or different topologies at module level, is adopted for the
presentation of all PCSs in this article. In addition, boxes
depicting capacitor and inductance symbols simply represent
the location of passive components, regardless their type
and design. Further, the light gray colouring the transformer
included in each of the PCSs, indicates that the inclusion of
this equipment at the point of common coupling with the
external grid is optional. Following contents briefly describe
each of the PCSs in Figure 1 along with their variants at
module level.
One of the straightforward strategies to connect a modular
battery-based system to the grid is configuring a PCS based
on the idea of parallelizing inverters, each one holding part
of the total number of battery cells in series/parallel con-
figuration. For the purposes of the present paper, this would
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PCS #1: Parallel power trains PCS #2: MMCC, single star
PCS #3: MMCC, delta configuration PCS #4: MMCC, double star
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FIGURE 1. Power conversion systems (PCSs) for modular battery-based energy storage systems.
result in a PCS called number #1, which can be deployed in
the variants #1a to #1c. The variant #1a, proposes the direct
connection of a certain number of battery cells in the dc-link
of the inverter of a module, or power train. As a difference,
the #1b interfaces a dc-dc conversion step between the battery
cells and the dc-link of the inverter. Further, the PCS number
#1c provides this dc-dc conversion step with galvanic isola-
tion.
The strategy #1 is highly reliable, since the failure of one
power inverter does not disable the whole storage system.
Other proposals in between the adoption of a non-modular
PCS and fully modular PCSs as proposals #1a to #1c, have
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been already defined in literature. Contributing to the cata-
logue of PCSs for storage systems started above, the PCSs
number #2 to #4 are based on the adoption of modular multi-
level cascade converters (MMCCs). The PCS number #2 cor-
responds to a MMCC, in which the modules are connected in
cascade so that they configure three arms. These arms share
one common point configuring a single star. The topology
for each of the modules may perform a single step dc-ac
conversion without including galvanic isolation, yielding in
this case the variant #2a. This one step conversion can be
realized by an H-bridge cell (or bridge cell), or through a
half-bridge cell (or chopper cell hereinafter). Analogously
to the definition of variant #1b, variant #2b concerns a two
step dc-ac conversion at module level, interfacing one dc-dc
conversion phase. In turn, this dc-dc conversion phase, while
provided with galvanic isolation, defines the variant #2c.
Similarly to what is suggested for PCS number #2, the
structure of a PCS number #3 corresponds to a MMCC.
However, the three arms of modules connected in cascade do
not share any common point, but they are connected between
them in delta configuration. Depending on the topology of
each module, variants #3a to #3c are defined analogously to
variants #1a to #1c (or #2a to #2c). This topology is typ-
ical for medium voltage Static Synchronous Compensators
(STATCOM) [8].
Going further, one can extend the ratings of the PCS
number #2 by doubling the number of arms building up the
converter, so proposing 6 arms. In this configuration (named
PCS number #4) each 3 arms share one common point thus
configuring two stars (see Figure 1). Analogously to previous
PCSs, variants #4a to #4c propose different topologies at
module level. This topology is typical for high-voltage dc-
transmission systems (HVDC) [9].
In the previously presented PCSs number #2 to #4, the
ac terminals of a MMCC inverter are the front-end power
electronic interfaces, from which the PCS can be coupled to
an external grid (including a passive filter and/or galvanic
isolation in between though). Conversely, the PCS number
#5 also relies on a cascade association of H-bridge modules,
but it serves not to perform a dc-ac transformation, but a
dc-dc conversion instead. In this PCS number #5, the front-
end dc terminals of the cascade association are connected to
an inverter, which couples the system to the external grid.
The dc-dc conversion step at each module of the cascade
association can be provided with galvanic isolation or not,
yielding variants #5c and #5a respectively. The variant #5b
(2 power conversion steps at module level), does not apply
for this PCS. Finally, while the modules in the PCS number
#5 are connected in cascade, the PCS number #6 –along
with variants #6a and #6c–, propose conversely the parallel
connection of the modules.
To conclude, it is important to note that for PCSs number
#1, #5 and #6, the topology of the front-end inverter can be
realized in the form of the well known 2-level H-bridge struc-
ture, or as a multilevel neutral point clamped structure (NPC)
[10], being the 3-level NPC structure the most approachable
one.
Table 1 summarizes literature on the previously defined
PCSs, covering both experiences in industry and academic
research. Please note that literature works reporting field
experiences are marked in bold, and patents are noted in
italics. As it can be noted, the few field experiences reported
in the table adopt PCS number #1, aiming to configure
a highly redundant and reliable structure based on proven
voltage source inverter technology. Alternatively, most of the
academic research go around the advance in MMCC-based
structures. It is interesting to note also that the majority of
cited literature concern one power conversion step modules.
This way, the required galvanic isolation is in most of the
cases shifted to the point of connection with the external
network, as indicated in Figure 1.
The PCSs considered in this paper are identified as the
most proposed ones in literature. However, such classifica-
tion does not exclude the existence of other proposals. For
the sake of completeness, some of them are listed in the
following since considered particularly interesting:
• (Patent). A PCS composed by (from the connection
point with the grid to battery packs) [63]: i) an ac-dc
and dc-ac H-bridges in back-to-back configuration; ii)
the parallel connection of high frequency transformers;
iii) the inclusion of an ac-dc conversion step interfacing
each of the transformer terminals and a battery pack.
• (Article). A PCS composed by (from the connection
point with the 3-phase motor of an EV to battery packs)
[64]: i) an ac-dc 3-phase inverter; ii) the cascade connec-
tion of dc-dc modules interfacing with different battery
packs. The dc-dc modules include galvanic isolation,
as for PCSs variant (c). So such description fits with
PCS #5, however it is different in the sense that the
cascade connection of dc-dc modules also includes a
series capacitor and altogether yield the total voltage of
the dc-link. The inclusion of such capacitor permits the
dc-dc converters to exchange a power proportional to
the difference between the total dc-link voltage and the
batteries. At the end, this results into a smaller converter
compared to PCS #5.
Following sections deep in the comparison among the
various PCS topologies for modular battery-based solutions
identified and classified in Figure 1.
III. COMPARISON AMONG POWER CONVERSION
SYSTEMS
The previous section provides a first picture on PCSs for
modular battery-based energy storage solutions. Deeping in
the concepts presented in there, this section offers a com-
parison among different PCSs, focusing on various aspects
such as reliability, efficiency, fault handling, compactness
and flexibility. These aspects are addressed since being con-
sidered as principal for the design of PCSs. The latter aspect
refers to the possibility of effectively configure hybrid energy
storage solutions, by including different types of batteries.
With the aim of conducting a fair comparison among PCSs,
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TABLE 1. Literature on PCSs for modular battery-based storage systems. Works reporting field experiences are marked in bold, and patents are noted in italics
Variants at module level Applications Main features
(a) 1 conversion step
(w/o galv. iso.)






[11], [5] [5], [12], [13], [14],
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[18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25]1,
[26], [27], [28]1,
[29]1
[30], [31], [32]2 [33] EV motor drives,
power network.
High voltage at the con-
nection point, reduction of
the size of coupling filters.
#3: MMCC, delta
configuration
[34] [32]2 [31], [33] Power network. Even higher voltage at the
connection point than with




[35], [36], [37], [38],
[40], [41]2, [39]2 [42]
[6], [43], [44]2, [45]4 [46], [47] EV motor drives,
power network,
HVDC
Similar to PCS #2 but with
extended power capacity.
#5: A front-end in-




Does not apply [52], [53], [54], [55] Power network,
EV charger
Fault tolerance.
#6: A front-end in-
verter + parallel mod-
ules
[56], [57], [58], [59],
[60]2
Does not apply [57], [61], [62] Power network,
EV motor drives
High reliability and decou-
pling of the modules inte-
grating batteries from the
ac side.
1 This work proposes a 1-phase converter.
2 Dc-dc conversion step is based on half-bridge modules, and not H-bridge ones.
3 This work concentrates on the dc-dc conversion step. The additional front-end inverter, as expected for PCSs #5, is not included since not required.
4 This work does not concern the inclusion of batteries, but supercapacitors.
some assumptions are firstly stated, and these are presented
in the following subsection:
A. ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are adopted:
• The solution, as a whole, is rated at 30 kW and 60 kWh
regardless the PCS topology. These power and energy
storage capacities are distributed in 6 modules. Each
module is composed by a battery pack and associated
power conversion system rated at 5 kW / 10 kWh.
• The phase-to-phase voltage at the low voltage side of
the coupling transformer of the PCSs with the external
network is 400 V (phase-to-phase) for all cases.
• The rated voltage of each of the 6 battery packs con-
figuring the system is 400 V. Packs are configured by
standard 18650 type Lithium-ion cells [65]. A figure
of merit for the capacity of each cell is usually around
2.5 Ah and the rated voltage is Vcell = 3.7 V, so to
achieve 400 V at the pack terminals, 108 cells should
be connected in series. Considering now the capacity
of each string (2.5 Ah), to reach the required energy
capacity of 10 kWh for the pack, 10 strings should be
connected in parallel. The internal resistance of a cell,
rs, is in the range of milliohms (e.g. 55 mOhm) and
the voltage at end-of-charge condition (fully charged)
is Vcelleoc = 4.2 V.
• The switching schemes for the different dc-dc and dc-ac
converters building up the different PCSs are adopted
from the state-of-the-art in this matter. A summary of
the basis for each of them is presented in subsection
III-A1. Detailed explanations are offered latter in the
section.
• Given the voltage at the battery pack terminals, the volt-
age and the connection point of the PCS and the switch-
ing schemes, the voltages at the terminals of each of the
modules composing the different PCSs are selected as
the minimum recommended for a proper operation of
the power electronics. This favors the performance of
the PCSs. Further details on the calculation of voltage
levels are offered in subsection III-A2.
• The transistor modules for each of the dc-dc and ac-
dc converters of the different PCSs are differentiated
with respect to the electrical magnitudes they should
withstand. For 5 kW converters, the selected module is
the model PS-22A78-E from Mitsubishi [66]. For low
voltage ac-dc inverters of 30 kW (e.g. the front-end
inverter in PCS #6), the selected module is the model
QID3310006 from Mitsubishi [66]. The latter is also
the module selected for medium voltage ac-dc inverters.
The selection of the modules above is important for
power losses calculation in Section III-C.
1) Switching schemes
The switching principles for H-bridge ac-dc, dc-dc as well as
for MMCC structures are detailed in the following.
a: H-bridge ac-dc converters
H-bridge ac-dc converters are all operated under the two
level Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) switching
technique [67]. For one-phase H-bridge inverters, this is
based on the application of two sinusoidal carrier signals, one
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per each of the arms of the converter, which are shifted π rad
between each other. These two carriers are compared to a tri-
angular high-frequency signal, and from these comparisons,
the duty cycle for each of the two branches are deduced.
Such operating mode permits to obtain, at the mid point of
each branch and with respect to the dc-link, three levels of
voltage: 0 V, -Vbat, Vbat. The average voltage at the mid point
of each of the branches a and b (so va and vb) depends on the
corresponding duty cycle D1 and D2, thus
va = Vbat ·D1, (1)
vb = Vbat ·D2. (2)
Since the two sinusoidal carriers are complementary (they
are shifted π rad), the duty cycles D1 and D2 are also
complementary, thus
D2 = 1−D1. (3)
From above expressions, the instantaneous voltage at the AC
terminals of the H-bridge can be calculated by,
vab = va − vb = Vbat · (1− 2 ·D2). (4)
The voltage vab can also be renamed as vz ,
vz = Vz · cos(ω · t+ φ), (5)
being Vz the RMS value of the voltage waveform, ω the
grid frequency and φ the grid angle. The term Vz is related
to the dc-link voltage (i.e. the battery voltage) through the





so, vz can be expressed as
vz = Vbat ·m · cos(ω · t+ φ). (7)
Matching now (4) and (5), the time dependent expressions













·m · cos(ω · t+ φ). (9)
The expressions above serve to compute the conduction
power losses at the transistors of the H-bridge, as presented
later in section III-C. For calculating such losses, only the
expression for D1 is needed, as D2 is complementary (see
(9)).
At this point, it is also straightforward to obtain the duty
cycle for the diodes in anti-parallel disposition in the H-
bridge. The duty cycle is simply the complementary for D1,
so D
′
= 1−D1: diodes are driving current when transistors
are not.
b: H-bridge dc-dc converters
For H-bridge operated as a dc-dc converter, the Unipolar
Pulse Width Modulation (UPWM) technique is applied. It
is based, as for the SPWM previously introduced, on the
comparison of two carrier signals, one per converter arm,
with a high frequency triangular waveform. Such compar-
ison yields the triggering signals for transistors gate. The
difference among the two techniques is that in UPWM the
carriers are not sinusoidal waveforms but constant in time.
As a consequence, not an ac voltage waveform is synthesized
at the converter terminals but a dc waveform.
Addressing this, it is clear that the calculation of the duty
cycles presented for the inverter case is not valid anymore.
Duty cycle is constant in time now and depend on the
magnitude of the dc voltage to be synthetized at the battery
terminals with respect to the magnitude of the voltage at the
dc-link and it varies between 0 and 1. Such voltage at the dc-
link and the expression for duty cycle calculation is presented
in the following, while addressing required voltage levels.
c: MMCC structures
The switching of ac-dc the modules for MMCC structures
is based on the two-level SPWM technique previously pre-
sented. The difference is that the duty cycles can be calcu-
lated using different type of carriers [68], [69]. For this arti-
cle, a phase-shifted SPWM strategy is employed. It consists
on using a carrier per module which is shifted depending on
the available modules per arm. For instance, for a n module
arm, the carrier per each module is shifted 2 · π/n rad. As a
result of such shifting, the voltage across the arm is shared
among the modules.
2) Voltage levels
Table 2 summarizes the voltage levels at the different inter-
faces between components within each PCS. For instance,
for PCS #1a, the description provided in the table indicates
that the voltage ratings of the dc-ac converter interfacing the
battery with the coupling transformer are 400 Vdc at the
battery side, and 230 Vac at the transformer side. The descrip-
tion also indicates that each of the power trains composing
the PCS is connected to the phase-neutral terminals of the
transformer.
As noted in Table 2, given the rated voltage of 400 V for
battery packs, the voltage level at the other side of dc-dc
converters directly interfacing with batteries is set at 460 V.
The calculation of such value is presented in the following
section.
The voltage at the above mentioned point, and according
to the assumptions in subsection III-A, should be set as the
minimum required one for maximum performance. The min-
imum required dc-link voltage can be deduced from the case
a unitary duty cycle is to be applied. Maximum duty cycle
(Dmax) is for the case the battery voltage is also maximum
and it is still being charged at nominal current. Under these
operating conditions, and considering the voltage drops at the
inductive filter interfacing the converter and the battery, as
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TABLE 2. Voltage levels for each PCS
PCS Voltage levels (from battery pack to network connection)
#1a Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac (phase-neutral coupling
transformer).
#1b Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-dc: 460 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac (phase-
neutral coupling transformer).
#1c Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac / high frequency transformer
ratio 1:1 / ac-dc: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac (phase-neutral
coupling transformer).
#2a Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 115 Vac / 2 converters in cascade
yields 230 Vac per arm (phase-neutral of coupling transformer).
#2b Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-dc: 460 Vdc / dc-ac: 115 Vac / 2
converters in cascade yields 230 Vac per arm (phase-neutral
coupling transformer).
#2c Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac / high frequency transformer
ratio 1:1 / ac-dc: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 115 Vac / 2
converters in cascade yields 230 Vac per arm (phase-neutral of
coupling transformer).
#3a Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 200 Vac / 2 converters in
cascade yields 400 Vac per arm (phase-phase coupling trans-
former).
#3b Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-dc: 460 Vdc / dc-ac: 200 Vac / 2
cascaded converters yields 400 Vac per arm (phase-phase cou-
pling transformer).
#3c Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac / dc-ac: 200 Vac / high
frequency transformer ratio 1:1 / ac-dc: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 200
Vac / 2 converters in cascade yields 400 Vac per arm (phase-
phase coupling transformer).
#4a Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac (phase-neutral point of each
star).
#4b Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-dc: 460 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 (phase-neutral
point of each star).
#4c Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac / high frequency transformer
ratio 1:1 / ac-dc: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac (phase-neutral point
of each star).
#5a Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-dc: 460 Vdc / 6 converters in cascade
yields 2760 Vdc / 3-phase dc-ac: 400 Vac (phase-phase cou-
pling transformer).
#5c Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac / high frequency transformer
ratio 1:1 / ac-dc: 400 Vdc / 6 cascaded converters yields 2400
Vdc / 3-phase dc-ac: 400 Vac (phase-phase coupling trans-
former).
#6a Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-dc: 800 Vdc / 3-phase dc-ac: 400 Vac
(phase-phase coupling transformer).
#6c Battery: 400 Vdc / dc-ac: 230 Vac / high frequency transformer
ratio 1:1 / ac-dc: 800 Vdc / 3-phase dc-ac: 400 Vac (phase-phase
coupling transformer).
well as those at the switches, the minimum required voltage
at the dc-link of the converter can be calculated as
Vdc ≥
I · (2 · rce + rl + rs · ns/np) + 2 · Vce + Vbateoc
2 ·Dmax − 1
,
(10)
being I the nominal current through the battery pack, cal-
culated as I = Pbat/Vbat; rce the internal resistance of the
transistors and Vce the corresponding voltage drop; ns and
np the number of cells in series and in parallel configuring
the battery pack; rs the internal resistance of battery cells;
and Vbateoc the voltage of a battery cell at the end-of-charge
condition, which can be calculated by the product of Vcelleoc
and ns.
Once the minimum required dc-link voltage is calculated,
the duty cycle to be applied by the converter while charging
the battery at nominal operating conditions (both in current










Finally, just include some notes on the voltages presented
in the table around the ac voltage synthetized by the inverters
directly interfacing with battery packs. Such voltage is 230
Vac, which means that the modulation factor to be applied by
the inverter is m = 230 ·
√
2/400 = 0.810. This modulation
factor ensures a safety operating point for the inverter while
it is high enough to ensure the proper utilization of inverter
capabilities.
B. DISCUSSION ON RELIABILITY
The term reliability refers to the ability of a system or compo-
nent to perform its required functions under stated conditions
for a specified period of time [70]. A way to estimate the
reliability of a system is calculating the so-called mean-time
between failures (MTBF). This metric is typically expressed
in hours. In general terms, the higher the MTBF, the higher
the reliability of a product is.
Using the parts count prediction method, included in the
MIL-HDBK 217, the failure rate for a component or system





Ni · (λg · πQ)i, (12)
where λg is the generic failure rate for the ith generic part,
expressed in [failures / 106 hours]; πQ is the corresponding
quality factor; Ni is the quantity of the ith generic part; and
n is the number of different parts in the component or system
being evaluated.
For electronic systems, in which unlike mechanical ones
there are not moving parts, it is generally accepted a constant
failure rates during the useful operating life. Doing this, the
predicted reliability for a component or system at specific
operating life in hours R(t), can be computed by
R(t) = e−λ·t, (13)
and is expressed in per unit adopting values between 0 and 1.
As noted, reliability function presents an exponential shape.
Method MIL-HDBK-217F offers a data base for elec-
tronic components [71]. Assuming quality factor πQ = 1
in all cases, the typical failure rate λ for the main compo-
nents building up the different PCSs to be evaluated are:
λMosfet = 1.1·10−9 failures / hour for MOSFETs; λDiode =
7.5 · 10−9 failures / hour for diodes; λInductor = 2.0 · 10−10
failures / hour for an inductor; λCapac = 2.5 · 10−9 failures /
hour for a capacitor; λLF−tr = 3.6 · 10−7 failures / hour for
a low frequency transformer; λHF−tr = 9.6 · 10−7 failures
/ hour for a high frequency transformer. From the failure rate
of individual components and using equation (12), the failure
rate for the ac-dc and dc-dc H-bridge, as well as for 3 phase
H-bridge inverter results: λbridge = 3.4 · 10−8 failures / hour
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for the ac-dc and dc-dc H-bridge; and λ3−bridge = 5.2 ·10−8
failures / hour for the 3 phase bridge. Finally, the typical
failure rate for a battery pack is assumed as λbat = 1.0 ·10−5
failures / hour. For the purposes of the present paper the
battery ageing is not considered and thus the parameter λbat
is let as constant. Similarly, the failure rates for semiconduc-
tors are also considered as constant, regardless the particular
current and voltage stress. This enables the direct application
of method MIL-HDBK-217F adopting published data in the
corresponding data base.
Now, applying equation (13), and for a lifespan of 50,000
hours, which is a usual number for reliability calculations, the
reliability for each of the above components is summarized
in Table 3.






Low-frequency transformer RLF−tr 0.982161
High-frequency transformer RHF−tr 0.953133
1-phase H-bridge Rbridge 0.998281
3-phase H-bridge R3−bridge 0.997423
Battery Rbat 0.606530
Once the reliability of each individual component is calcu-
lated, one can calculate the reliability of each of the proposed
PCS. To do so, the reliability block diagram method is
adopted [72]. This method permits to estimate the reliability
of a system in which blocks (or components) are connected











Applying the algebra above, the reliability of each of the
proposed PCSs can be calculated. Results are presented in
Table 4. As an example, the reliability block diagram for PCS
#6 is presented in Figure 2. The block diagrams for the rest
of the PCSs (variant a)) are included in the Appendix.
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
x6 RCapac R3-bridge RInductor outputinput
FIGURE 2. Reliability block diagram for PCS #6 variant (a).
From Figure 2, the mathematical function for reliability
calculation of PCS #6 variant (a) is
RPCS6a = Rind ·R3−bridge ·Rcap ·
(1− (1−Rbat ·Rlc−filter ·Rbridge)6). (16)
TABLE 4. Estimation of reliability for the PCSs
Variants at module level
(a) 1 conv. step (b) 2 conv. step (c) with galv. iso.
#1 0.996225 0.996160 0.994105
#2 0.745779 0.744150 0.700043
#3 0.745779 0.744150 0.700043
#4 0.996225 0.996160 0.994105
#5 0.049103 - 0.036437
#6 0.993524 - 0.991498
From the results in Table 4, it can be observed that PCS #1,
in all proposed variants, is intended as the most reliable one.
This might be, in fact, one of the reasons because this topol-
ogy has been actually built and installed in field (apart from
others such as previous expertise of industry in developing
the technology included in there). By parallelizing diverse
power trains, the failure in one of them does not necessarily
provoke the interruption of the whole system. Under such
circumstance, the ac terminals of the power train affected by
the eventuality could be easily disconnected from the rest of
the system through a conventional low voltage breaker.
With the same expected reliability of PCS #1 we have the
PCS #4 (an MMCC double star topology). Given 6 battery
packs, the double-star concerns just one block per each arm.
At the end, the double star configures six blocks connected
in parallel, so with the same reliability of PCS #1. However,
the way of managing the PCS #4 is more complicated than
for PCS #1 in case of an eventuality in one of the battery
modules. For instance, if one of the converter arms fails, the
entire phase unit operation is disabled. The PCS could still be
operated under bipolar mode though.
Anyhow, despite the challenging management of MMCCs,
and also in regard of a comparison of reliability for PCS
#1 and #4, [40] concludes that the reliability of the latter
is even higher than for the PCS #1 till reaching loading
rates up to 93% with respect to the ratings of the particular
system considered in this work. The reason supporting this
conclusion is that for very high loading rates, all modules of
the MMCC should work (there are no modules in idle mode
anymore) so a failure of one of them can be critical, thus
sensibly lowering the reliability of the whole system.
Immediately below PCS #1 and #4 in reliability, we find
PCS #6. Either in variant (a) or (c), the connection of battery
modules in parallel yields a very high reliability. The little
difference with PCS #1 (the topology with maximum relia-
bility) is because of the fact that an eventuality in the 3-phase
grid side inverter would disable the whole PCS.
Further, with a sensibly lower reliability than for PCS #1,
we find PCSs #2 and #3. These topologies (MMCC in star
and delta configurations) offer interesting features. Given 6
battery packs, these are distributed in pairs, one pair per
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arm, which is then directly connected to the grid connection
point. At the end, in both star and delta configurations, three
strings of batteries (i.e. two battery packs in series) are seen in
parallel configuration from the point of view of the network,
so an eventuality in one battery pack would disable one
arm (i.e. two battery packs), letting the other two ones still
available, so 67% of the rated power still in operation.
Finally, PCS #5 present the lowest reliability among eli-
gible. The connection of all battery packs in series and the
need of interacting with the main grid through a single 3-
phase inverter, make this topology as barely reliable. The
obtained value for reliability (e.g. 0.049103 for variant (a))
means that the probability of experiencing a failure disabling
the whole PCS during the 50,000 hours of expected lifespan
is very high.
C. DISCUSSION ON EFFICIENCY
Assessing the efficiency of each of the PCSs under discussion
is a challenging task. The efficiency depends on the number
of power converters included in each PCS, their voltage and
current ratings, and the way they are connected between each
other and operated (switching techniques). The aim of the
following lines is just to provide rough estimations making
the comparisons as fair as possible. To do so, the assumptions
presented at the beginning of section III are adopted. An
additional assumption is that for efficiency calculations, the
following losses are to be considered: i) those in the transis-
tors (both conduction and switching ones) configuring the H-
bridge converters or modules building up the PCSs; ii) those
associated to battery packs; iii) and those associated to high-
frequency transformers. Thus, losses in passive components
are not addressed, since these are not –but the losses in
the transistors– what mostly determine the efficiency of the
modules.
The first step to assess the efficiency is to present a com-
mon methodology. Similar to the assessment of reliability in
section III-B, the efficiency of each PCS is based on mathe-
matical expressions built up from the particular efficiency of
each module, all configuring efficiency block diagrams. So,
for instance, the efficiency block diagram for PCS #6 (variant
(a)), is plotted in Figure 3. This block diagram also applies












x6 Rcap R3-bridge Rind outputinput
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge Rind
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge RindRbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
x6
Rcap R3-bridge Rind output
Ƞbat Ƞdc-ac outputinput
Ƞbat Ƞdc-dc outputinput Ƞ3-dc-ac
FIGURE 3. Efficiency block diagram for PCSs #6 and #5 variant (a).
As can be noted, the efficiency of the whole PCS #6 variant
(a) can be simply resembled to the efficiency of one of the 6
power trains comprised by the series connection of a battery
pack and a dc-dc conversion step, all connected to the front-
end dc-ac converter. Such efficiency is calculated by the
product of the particular efficiency of the different elements
connected the way described above, so
ηPCS6a = ηbat · ηdc−dc · η3−dc−ac, (17)
being ηPCS6a the efficiency of the whole PCS, ηbat the
efficiency of a battery pack, ηdc−dc the efficiency of the
H-bridge working as a dc-dc converter, and η3−dc−ac the
efficiency for a three-phase H-bridge inverter.
For the sake of completeness, the block diagrams for the
rest of PCSs considered in this paper (variant (a)), as well
as the corresponding mathematical expressions for efficiency
calculations, are presented in the Appendix.
As previously introduced, the accuracy for the estimation
of the fficiency of the different PCSs relies on the estima-
tions for the efficiency of particular components (batteries,
H-bridges and so on) and these depend on the operating
conditions (see subsection III-A).
The power converters building up the different PCSs are
all based on H-bridges, either one-phase or three-phase ones,
operated under SPWM or UPWM switching schemes. Fol-
lowing contents describe the formulas for switching and con-
duction power losses calculation of the transistors (and cor-
responding diodes in anti-parallel disposition) under above
mentioned switching schemes [73].
1) H-bridge ac-dc converter
Once the duty cycleD is known, the conduction power losses






(vce · i ·D)dθ, (18)
being i the current actually exchanged with the grid and
vce the collector emitter voltage drop at the transistor. The
current i can be expressed as
i =
√
2 · I · cos(θ). (19)
The voltage vce can be shaped to a curve depending on the
current i in the form of
vce = U0 + r · ib, (20)
being U0, r and b shaping parameters deduced from the
datasheet provided by transistors’ manufacturer.
The calculation of the conduction power losses for a diode
Pdi−c can be calculated analogously, just replacing D by
D
′
and the new expression for vce considering the diode
characteristics.
The switching power losses for a transistor does not de-
pend on the duty cycle but on the switching frequency along
with the energy lost in one turn-on and turn-off event during
a period. These energies can be associated to from mathemat-
ical functions shaping the curves provided by manufacturers
in their datasheets. These curves are depending on the driving
current I (RMS value) through the transistor. For the energy
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being k and β the shaping parameters. The curves provided
by manufacturers are usually expressed considering standard
dc-voltage voltage across the transistor, named as Vcc. In the
present case this is Vbat, so E
′







Using now the expression for Eon (and that analogously







(Eon + Eoff ) · fc · dθ, (23)
being fc the switching frequency in Hertz.
The switching power losses for a diode can be calculated
adopting an analogous procedure than for transistors. Here,
manufacturers are providing information for the turn-off pro-
cess, because it is when losses are incurred. For that situation,







Err · fc · dθ. (24)
From above expressions, the total power losses for a H-
bridge operated as an inverter are given by
Pac−dc = 4 ·(Ptr−sw+Pdi−sw)+4 ·(Ptr−c+Pdi−c). (25)





being Pbat the power provided by the battery pack.
2) H-bridge dc-dc converter
The expressions for power losses calculation previously in-
troduced can be essentially used for a H-bridge operated as a
dc-dc converter under the UPWM switching technique. Some
changes should be applied though and these are introduced in
the following.
Given the duty cycle D and current i as calculated above,
the expressions (18) and (23) for power losses in transistors
can be directly adopted. In dc-dc operating mode, diodes are
never driving so there are no losses incurred in them and total
power losses in the converter are given by
Pdc−dc = 4 · (Ptr−sw + Pdi−sw). (27)
Once the methodology for efficiency calculation has been
presented, following contents address the efficiency compar-
ison among PCSs. Previously though, some required notes
introduced around the efficiency of the battery packs and the
high frequency transformer. The efficiency of these compo-
nents is considered constant for all PCSs since the operating
conditions are the same for all cases. The efficiency for
both low and high frequency transformers is very high. For
low frequency transformers, it typically reaches –and even
exceeds– 99% for medium-sized (tens of kVA) transformers.
The efficiency of high-frequency ones could result increased
because core losses are function of frequency (see Steinmetz
equation [74]). On the other hand though, the core materials
utilized in high frequency transformers have an hysteresis
cycle much more narrow than that for the materials in low
frequency transformers. At the end, the efficiency of high fre-
quency transformers can result as high as for low frequency
ones. As a figure of merit, in this work an efficiency of 99%
is also assumed for this type of transformers. In regard of
battery packs, an efficiency around 97% is assumed.
Finally, adopting the efficiency block diagrams along with
the methodology and assumptions for efficiency estimation
of the different components, the efficiency of the different
PCSs proposed in this paper are summarized in Table 5.
TABLE 5. Comparison on energy efficiency for the proposed power
conversion systems
Variants at module level
(a) 1 conv. step (b) 2 conv. step (c) with galv. iso.
#1 0.935 0.910 0.860
#2 0.902 0.876 0.830
#3 0.931 0.909 0.856
#4 0.935 0.910 0.860
#5 0.898 - 0.850
#6 0.923 - 0.867
Table 5 clearly shows that the efficiency reduces along
with the complexity of the PCSs. This is obvious while
comparing, for instance, PCS #1 variant (a) with variants (b)
and (c): the higher the number of components building up
each of the power trains of the PCS is, the lower the expected
efficiency.
Now comparing the efficiency among PCSs (just variants
(a) and (b)), it can be deduced that the PCSs with the highest
efficiency are the number #1 and #4. For variant (a), effi-
ciency reaches the value of 0.935 p.u., while it is expected at
0.910 for variant (b). The parallel connection of power trains
with the network coupling point in these topologies results
into maximum efficiency. This might be one of the reasons
supporting the wide implementation of PCS #1 by industry.
According to the assumptions of the present work, PCS #4
results as efficient as PCS #1. However, this is because of the
reduced number of modules composing the PCS. For large
number of modules, in which some are connected in cascade
in each of the arms of the PCS, the efficiency is expected to
be lower than for PCS #1.
Anyhow, after PCSs #1 and #4, PCS #6 is identified as the
most interesting one in terms of efficiency. For variant (a),
the efficiency (0.923 p.u.) is quite similar to the efficiency for
PCS #1. For variant (c), PCS #6 is even the best one among
eligible. The parallel connection of dc-dc conversion steps to
a common dc-link is thus identified as a promising option in
terms of efficiency.
Then, with an efficiency of about 0.931 and 0.902 p.u.
(variant (a)) we find PCSs #3 and #4 respectively. These
PCSs are based on MMC topologies. The factor
√
3 affecting
the current through the different modules in star configura-
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tion (PCS #3); and the voltage across the modules in delta
configuration (PCS #4) respectively, yield an slightly lower
efficiency for these PCSs in comparison to PCS #1.
Finally, with the poorest efficiency among eligible, we find
PCS #5. Definitely, the configuration of dc-dc conversion
steps in cascade is not convenient in terms of efficiency. The
resultant dc voltage between the terminals of the cascaded
association is high, yielding remarkable losses at the front-
end inverter of the PCS.
D. DISCUSSION ON FAULT TOLERANCE
Several causes located at different locations can cause critical
faults on some part of the electric conversion. Thus, the rel-
evant parts to focus on fault tolerance topic are the converter
itself (internal faults), and the cables (dc or ac).
On one hand, internal faults involve possible semicon-
ductor faults such as short-circuit due to a bad behaviour
of a switch or an incorrect trigger signal. This situation is
usually saved by specific hardware depending on the applied
technology. Different solutions aims to protect the system
permitting to block the semiconductor in a safe way. An
example is to add a soft turn-off circuitry to the driver
that manages the semiconductors. Thus, soft turn-off can
be used for decreasing the turn-off voltage overshoots over
the semiconductor switch when high currents are involved,
avoiding a damage to the converter.
On the other hand, many authors are recently addressing
the fault analysis hot topic applied to dc network cables
and their dynamic effect [75]. As cited in [76], conventional
converters (voltage source converters and MMCCs) are not
able to isolate dc faults by themselves. These converters are
vulnerable to dc-cable short-circuit and ground faults due to
the high discharge current from the dc-link capacitance [77],
being the most sensitive situation the pole-to-pole fault [76].
In fact, as detailed in [76], in some topologies like PCS #4,
fault currents at the dc side, ac wires and in the converter
exist all time, even after blocking the sub-modules of an
arm phase. This is due to the behaviour as an uncontrolled
rectifier. All these situations suppose that the fault located at
the dc cabling should be isolated by additional devices. Some
of the used alternatives are fast cutting-edge dc breakers
[78], [79], modified ac breakers combined with fast static
switches [80] or by means of modified converter sub-module
units [81].
However, in the case of PCSs for modular battery-based
energy storage systems a dc fault can be assumed as rare due
the proximity between the storage system and the converter
itself. In this sense, for the study case, the fault tolerance
analysis is concentrated on the ac side fault. Some other
authors, as [82], also attends to this kind of faults instead of
dc ones. Actually, a wall bushing insulation fault is proposed
by [82] as a probable source of ac faults. In that sense,
and according to the different PCS topologies presented in
Figure 1, a three-phase minimal conversion unit is hereinafter
adopted for comparison of fault tolerance. Figure 4 depicts
those minimal units connected to the utility per each PCS
case. Conforming to this, PCS #1 will be the minimal unit ref-
erence. For the reference PCS (i.e. PCS #1), each connected
battery pack voltage is Vbat, the PCS exchanges a power of
S, can synthesize a phase-to-phase ac voltage of Vz , and is
interfaced with the grid by means of an inductive filter, for
simplicity.
Following this criteria, Table 6 shows seven values of
comparison; maximum phase-to-phase ac side synthesizable
voltage Vg , exchanged power P , rated ac filter current Ir, em-
ployed modulation technique, effective switching frequency
and voltage drop that the inductive filter has at its terminals
(∆U & fe) and, finally, the self-inductance value L. It should
be noted that the modulation technique has been selected
according to two possible situations. If the dc-ac involves a
three-phase inverter it is assumed SPWM (case of PCS #1,
#5 and #6). If the dc-ac involves an arm-phase sub-module
of a MMCC it assumed UPWM for optimal design in terms
of output current ripple (case of PCS #2, #3 and #4). Also,
in case of dc-dc power stages involved, a 1:2 voltage ratio is
assumed (case of PCS #5 and #4). Finally, each full PCS by
a total of six conversion systems.
TABLE 6. Fault tolerance comparison according to minimal connected unit
per each PCS topology
Id. Vg P Ir Mod. ∆U fe L
PCS #1 Vz S I SPWM Vbat f L


















PCS #52 12Vz 6S 12 I SPWM 12Vbat f 24L
PCS #62 2Vz 6S 3I SPWM 2Vbat f 23L
1 The self-inductance is assumed to be splitted between top and bottom
arms of each phase.
2 Assuming that level of exchanged power in respect with PCS #1 should
imply lower switching frequencies in real devices. Here, it is maintained the
frequency for better understanding.
Once the values of Table 6 are obtained a common value
for all PCS can be computed as an index to evaluate a PCSs
fault tolerance. The adopted index is calculated as the ratio
di/dt over Ir when a fault in the grid terminals appears, and
the value of di/dt is computed as Vg/L from Table 6. This
index is named FTI (Fault Tolerance Index).










The computation of the FTI for the different PCS minimal
ac units can be seen in Table 7, assuming FTI in PCS #1 as
the reference and equal to 1. The higher the FTI the lower
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PCS #1: Parallel power trains PCS #2: MMCC, single star
PCS #3: MMCC, delta configuration PCS #4: MMCC, double star













































FIGURE 4. PCSs for modular battery-based energy storage systems highlighting in blue the minimal three-phase power unit connected to grid.
the fault tolerance. In general terms, it can be deduced that
MMCC are less fault tolerant to an AC fault.
E. DISCUSSION ON COMPACTNESS
A straightforward method to assess compactness could be
through components counting. To make this counting as
fair as possible, a weighted sum is proposed, and weighted
coefficients are depending on the power density, which are
multiplied by the rated power of each of the components’




nj · Pj · α−1j , ∀i ∈ I, (28)
being I the set of PCSs to evaluate; J is the number of
components’ type in each of the PCSs; nj is the number
of times each of the components’ type appears in each of
the PCSs; Pj the rated power of the component; and αj the
weighted coefficient for each of the components’ type.
The weighting coefficients (the power densities, in fact)
are considered as typical values from commercial systems
and the experience of the authors of the present paper. These
are presented in the following:
• αLF−tr for a low frequency transformer. This is as-
sumed as 68 kVA/m3. This is a typical power density
for a three phase 30 kVA / 50 Hz transformer by one of
the principal manufacturers [83].
• αHF−tr for a high frequency transformer. This is as-
sumed as 7395 kVA/m3. This is derived from the char-
acteristics of a commercial single phase transformer of 4
kVA approximately, working at frequencies in the range
of tens of kHz and at voltages around 150 Vac [84].
• αmod for an ac-dc or dc-dc module based on H-bridges.
This is assumed as 215 kVA/m3. This is derived from
the characteristics of a commercial transformerless ac-
dc inverter rated at 30 kW / 480 Vac [85].
• αbat for a battery pack. This is assumed as 362 kWh/m3,
being obtained as detailed in the following. Firstly, note
that the pack is based on 10 strings of 108 lithium-
ion cells in series each. So, addressing the dimensions
of a 18650 lithium ion cell (18 mm diameter times 65
mm height), and oversizing the pack 10% in volume for
battery management system and ancillaries, the volume
of a 10 kWh pack is estimated as 0.027 m3. From this
value the energy density indicated above can be easily
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calculated.
Applying the above formula and parameters to all consid-
ered PCSs, volumes can be calculated. The adopted assump-
tions for calculation are the same as for the rest of the paper,
i.e. each battery pack is rated at 4.8 kWh; each corresponding
power conversion module is rated at 5 kVA; and for PCS
#5 and #6 the front end inverter is rated at 30 kVA. Results
are presented in Table 8. Three main aspects are listed in the
following.
The estimated volume for variant (a) for PCSs #1 to #4 are
equal, as well as that for variant (b) and (c). For variant (a),
estimated volume is 0.740 m3; 0.878 m3 for variant (b); and
1.020 m3 for variant (c). So the differences are not among
PCSs, but among variants. This is because the above PCSs
have the same number of battery packs, power modules and
transformers (e.g. PCS #1 variant (a) has 6 power modules,
6 battery packs and 1 low frequency transformer, and this is
also for PCS #2 variant (a)). So for PCSs #1 to #4, adopting
the most complex variant (variant (c)), is translated into an
increment in expected volume of nearly 40% with respect to
the volume of the simplest variant (variant (a)).
Similarly, the estimated volume for variant (a) for PCSs
#5 and #6 are equal, as well as that for variant (c). For
variant (a), estimated volume is 0.878 m3, while it is 1.020
m3 for variant (c). So for these PCSs, adopting the most
complex variant (variant (c)), is translated into an increment
in expected volume of about 17% with respect to variant (a).
To sum up, and addressing now all PCSs at once, it is
worth noting that any of them are assumed as impractical for
excessive volume in comparison to the rest of the alternatives.
Also, it is worth noting a non excessive increment (40% at
most) while adopting the most complex variant with respect
to variant (a).
TABLE 8. Estimation of volume for the PCSs
Variants at module level
(a) 1 conv. step (b) 2 conv. step (c) with galv. iso.
#1 0.740 0.878 1.020
#2 0.740 0.878 1.020
#3 0.740 0.878 1.020
#4 0.740 0.878 1.020
#5 0.878 - 1.020
#6 0.878 - 1.020
F. DISCUSSION ON FLEXIBILITY
This section proposes a discussion on the flexibility of the
PCSs. The term flexibility is intended here as the ability to
manage a PCS in different operational circumstances such
as the connection of batteries of different type in the di-
verse modules of the PCS. The inclusion of batteries with
different voltage levels and characteristics (state-of-charge,
admissible current rates, cyclability, and etcetera) challenges
the operation and stability of the PCSs and this is topology
dependent. Another circumstance can be the connection of
the PCS to a weak grid, so the focus should be on power
quality issues. Further even, another circumstance can be the
need of balancing the state-of-charge of the different batteries
connected in the diverse modules of the PCS. Altogether
yields the flexibility as an important feature for a modular
PCS, and this is briefly addressed in the following lines.
In general terms, and among considered options, the PCS
#1, is the most flexible one. A proof of the high flexibility of
this topology is the fact that this option is recurrently adopted
by the industry, as noted in Table 1. The parallel connection
of different power trains to a common point with the external
grid maximizes its flexibility. The batteries connected at the
different power trains can be of diverse voltage, energy and
power ratings, since the interaction between the power trains
is minimum and these can be managed almost independently.
One drawback of this PCS in regard of flexibility is that
because of its high cost –each power train comprises a
dedicated front-end inverter–, designers may consider the re-
duction of the number of power trains thus configuring large
battery packs to fulfill the energy storage requirements. The
variations of the voltage and internal impedance of battery
packs with large number of cells in series and in parallel can
affect the stability of the PCS in connection with the external
grid, as addressed in [86], [87].
The flexibility for PCSs #2 and PCS #3 propose the
connection different modules in cascade, and this poses chal-
lenges from an operational point of view. Such challenges are
addressed in [31], where the operation of the converter under
unbalanced grid conditions. Firstly, the work concludes that
the operation of such PCSs under grid unbalances could be
more challenging that for conventional three-phase topolo-
gies (e.g. PCS #1), since each of the PCS branch (either in
star or delta configuration) is affected in different manner
and thus, has to be operated differently. To facilitate this
operation, the work also concludes that it is very convenient
to opt for two conversion steps at module level (i.e. adoption
of variant (b)). The second conversion step (i.e. the dc-dc
converter interfacing with the battery terminals), avoids the
transfer of harmonic currents experienced by the dc-link
capacitor of the dc-ac H-bridge converter of the module. This
is particularly important in the case of star connection (PCS
#2). Under this configuration, the three arms of the PCS
should generate the three-phase system sinusoidal voltage
and current. This directly yields power fluctuations in the
arms of double the grid frequency, so second order current
harmonics flow through the dc-link capacitors of dc-ac mod-
ules in variant (a). These would be directly experienced by
batteries without the inclusion of a second dc-dc conversion
step [3], so such second conversion step is beneficial for the
battery packs in regard of an extended lifetime. The second
benefit from opting for variant (b) is related to the enhanced
controllability of the state-of-charge of the different battery
pack splitted throughout the PCS, as also addressed in [32].
The flexibility of PCS #2 is further investigated in [24],
now considering batteries of different voltage at each of the
modules of the PCS. The work highlights the possibility
of doing so with this topology –not addressing though the
difficulties identified above and derived from connecting in
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cascade different modules–. The work indicates the possi-
bility of reducing the number of modules while considering
some of them with increased battery voltages, and also of
applying different switching techniques –advanced ones– at
each module (e.g. high-frequency PWM for one cell and low-
frequency switching rates at the others, as proposed in [88].)
Finally, also in regard of PCSs #2 and #3, just note that
flexibility for variant (c) could be affected by the relatively
narrow voltage conversion gain of the module, so this could
be a constraint while applying batteries of different voltage.
The voltage conversion gain is partly determined in this case
by the high-frequency transformer with fixed transformation
ratio [89].
The flexibility of PCS #4 is investigated in diverse lit-
erature [36] and [40]. In [36] flexibility is addressed by
investigating power balancing algorithms among the different
modules of the MMCC. Provided that the number of modules
in each of the arms of the converter is large –even includ-
ing reserve modules–, the possibility of applying sorting
strategies for the modules while switching is one of the key
features of this type of PCSs. Power balancing algorithms
permit to balance the state-of-charge among batteries while
still having modules in cascade, as for PCSs #2 and #3.
The importance of such power balancing algorithms is not
only identified as a performance of PCSs based on MMCC
but as a necessity, highlighting the challenging control of
this type of PCSs. For instance, as reported in [40], even
with the same number of modules turned-on, the inclusion
of batteries of different voltage at the different modules, may
lead to uncontrolled currents flowing through the arms of
the converter, thus creating additional losses and harmonics.
Power balancing algorithms are of principal importance to
turn such circulating currents not as a problem, but as a
way to let modules to exchange power between each other
yielding a balanced structure [90], [91].
Around the flexibility of PCS #5, remarkable issues are
derived from the cascade connection of the different modules
interfacing the battery packs with the front-end inverter.
By connecting the batteries in cascade, the capacity of the
association (in Ah) is limited to the capacity of the weakest
battery pack, since the net charging or discharging current
provided by the whole association flows through each battery
pack. So, to maximize the available energy capacity of the
association, power balancing control mechanisms should be
included. This aspect is addressed in [53]. The authors pro-
poses a control structure for the modules in cascade in which
each one is controlled through two control loops. The inner
loop manages the current exchanged by the corresponding
battery pack enabling power sharing with the rest of the
packs or modules. The control reference for the inner current
control loop is determined by an outer (and slower) voltage
control loop. This current control loop reference needs to be
dynamically varied with respect to battery parameters and, as
a result, the bandwidth for the control loops of the different
modules can sensibly vary, thus affecting the interoperability
of the cascaded association. Among the conclusions of the
work, the authors claim that a control system based on con-
ventional proportional-integral controllers in cascade cannot
guarantee the stability of the system in all operating condi-
tions. Problems arise specially at the end of charging and
discharging cycles, eventually provoking inadvertent tripping
in the converter. The problem addressed above is exacerbated
while considering the inclusion of battery packs of different
characteristics, as considered in [92]. There, the setpoints for
the voltage and current control loops for the modules are
derived from an optimization problem.
Finally, PCS #6 is identified as a PCS with maximum
flexibility, in the level of PCS #1. Here, in each power train,
the dc-dc power conversion stage interfacing the battery pack
terminals with the dc-link of the front-end inverter controls
the charge and discharge profiles of the batteries. Since
parallelized, each dc-dc converter of each power train can
perform different charge and discharge profiles following the
instructions of an energy management system. So no modules
in cascade limiting and / or affecting the capabilities of the
whole system.
IV. COMPARISON SYNTHESIS
Based on the different exercises comparing PCSs in the previ-
ous section III, following contents remark the most important
aspects:
• PCS #1 through its different variants, is identified as
the most convenient option addressing all criteria con-
sidered in this paper. This is reliable, efficient, flexible,
compact, as well as it offers good performance under
faults.
• PCS #6 follows PCS #1 in most of the criteria consid-
ered in this paper. Thus, it is considered also as a good
candidate for modular battery based solutions, with the
potential of even improve the performance of PCS #1,
by using less power converters.
• MMCC structures, as those considered in PCS #2 to
#4, are identified as promising options in the future.
Research and development should concentrate here in
the development of power sharing algorithms that en-
sure the balance of charge among the different battery
packs. This would permit to overcome the drawbacks of
connecting in cascade different battery packs.
• Finally, PCS #5 is identified as the weakest configura-
tion among eligible. The connection of different battery
packs in cascade, configuring a medium voltage dc-link
that is to be managed by a single three-phase front-end
inverter, is identified as a hardly reliable option, as well
as poorly flexible and efficient one.
Complementing such conclusions, Figure 5 offers a graph-
ical comparison synthesis among PCSs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work developed a comparison among different PCSs for
modular battery-based solutions. Six main PCSs, along with
their corresponding variants were identified. Variants refer
to the number of power conversion steps included in each
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Comparison synthesis among PCS
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FIGURE 5. Comparison synthesis among PCSs.
of the modules composing the PCSs. A first classification
of the different PCSs proposed in literature, patents and
those actually developed by industry in projects, serve to
identify the parallel connection of different and independent
power trains to a single point of common coupling with the
network, as the most proposed one, specially by industry in
projects. This first classification also identified the structures
based on MMCC as particularly explored by academia for
research and development purposes. The large number of
papers addressing such topologies supports this affirmation.
After the above mentioned first classification, this paper
proposed a quantitative / qualitative comparison among the
different PCSs, also including the different variants at module
level. In particular, the discussion addressed various aspects,
such as reliability, efficiency, fault tolerance, compactness
and operational flexibility. Reliability is assessed through
the MTBF metric criteria. To calculate this metric, public
database for MIL-HDBK 217 method is adopted. Efficiency
metric for each PCS is calculated including conduction and
switching losses of transistors, efficiency of batteries and
those related to high-frequency transformers. Fault tolerance
of PCSs is based on the index Fault Tolerance Index (FTI),
metric proposed in the present paper. This metric is based on
the quantification of the time derivative of the current when a
fault in the grid terminals of the PCS appears. Compactness
is evaluated through components counting for each of the
PCS. Based on that, along with weighting coefficients for
components depending on power density, the volume of each
of the PCSs can be evaluated. Finally, the operational flexi-
bility of PCSs is discussed qualitatively. Flexibility refers to
the ability to manage the PCS under circumstances such as
the connection of batteries of different type and the need of
applying state-of-charge balancing methods.
From this work, included in Section III, the authors con-
clude that PCS #1 (the parallel connection of different power
trains to a single point of common coupling), is actually
the most reliable, efficient, compact, flexible and with best
performance in regard of fault tolerance, among eligible
options. The quantitative comparison also serve to identify
PCS #6 (the parallel association of dc-dc conversion steps
interfacing different battery packs to a single dc-link which in
turn is connected to a three-phase inverter), as one promising
option for modular battery-based solutions also. It offers
excellent performance in regard of efficiency, flexibility and
fault tolerance, with the potentiality of configuring a solution
with less volume than PCS #1.
Further, the comparison identified MMCC-based PCSs
(PCSs #2 to #4) as promising ones in the future, but with the
need of overcoming the drawbacks of connecting different
modules in cascade. Further even, the problems derived from
connecting of modules in cascade are exacerbated in the
PCS #5 (the cascaded association of dc-dc conversion steps
interfacing different battery packs to a single dc-link which in
turn is connected to a three-phase inverter), greatly affecting
the reliability and efficiency of this topology.
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APPENDIX
RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND MATHEMATICAL
EXPRESSIONS
Figures 6 to 8 present the reliability block diagrams for PCS
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FIGURE 6. Reliability block diagram for PCS #1 and #4, variant a).
RPCS1a = RPCS4a = 1− (1−Rbat ·Rlc ·Rbridge ·Rl)6.
(29)
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Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge RInductorRbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
x6
Rcap R3-bridge Rind output
FIGURE 7. Reliability block diagram for PCS #2 and #3, variant a).
RPCS2a = RPCS3a = 1− (1− (Rbat ·Rlc ·Rbridge ·Rl)2)3.
(30)












x6 Rcap R3-bridge Rind outputinput
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge Rind
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge RindRbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
x6
RCapac R3-bridge RInductor output
FIGURE 8. Reliability block diagram for PCS #5, variant a).
RPCS5a = Rbat ·Rlc ·Rbridge ·Rcap ·R3−bridge ·Rl. (31)
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EFFICIENCY BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND MATHEMATICAL
EXPRESSIONS
Figure 9 present the efficiency block diagram for PCS #1 to
#4 variant (a). The corresponding mathematical expression is












x6 Rcap R3-bridge Rind outputinput
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge Rind
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge RindRbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
Rbat Rlc-filter Rbridge
x6
Rcap R3-bridge Rind output
Ƞbat Ƞdc-ac outputinput
Ƞbat Ƞdc-dc outputinput Ƞ3-dc-ac
FIGURE 9. Efficiency block diagram for PCS #1 to PCS #4, variant (a).
ηPCS1a = ηPCS2a = ηPCS3a = ηPCS4a = ηbat · ηdc−ac.
(32)
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